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ABSTRACT

The processes and feedbacks associated with the mass flux of shallow cumulus clouds over land are studied

by analyzing the results from large-eddy simulations and a mixed-layer model. The primary focus is to study

the development of the (well mixed) subcloud layer and understand the four primary feedbacks between the

subcloud-layer dynamics and cumulus mass flux. Guided by numerical experiments in large-eddy simulations

that show the transition from clear to cloudy boundary layers at midlatitudes over land, the feedbacks in-

troduced by shallow cumuli are first conceptually described. To study the complex interplay between the

subcloud and cloud layer, a mixed-layer model is proposed and validated with large-eddy simulations for the

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Southern Great Plains case. The mixed-layer model is shown to

identify and reproduce the most relevant feedbacks in the transition from clear to cloudy boundary layers:

a reduced mixed-layer growth and drying of the subcloud layer by enhanced entrainment and mass flux

transport of moisture to the cloud layer. To complete the study, the strength of the different feedbacks is

further quantified by an analysis of the individual contributions to the tendency of the relative humidity at the

top of the mixed layer.

1. Introduction

Shallow cumulus (SCu) convection is a frequently ob-

served phenomenon over land, with an average daytime

occurrence of about 30% in the tropics and northern

midlatitudes (June–August) as shown in Fig. 1. In ad-

dition to their importance to, for example, Earth’s ra-

diation budget, SCu clouds directly influence the

dynamics of the well-mixed (subcloud) layer (Emmitt

1978; Nicholls and LeMone 1980). As this layer plays an

important role in, for example, the regulation of surface

evaporation (van Heerwaarden et al. 2009) and the

temporal evolution of chemical reactants (Vil�a-Guerau

de Arellano et al. 2011), it is important to obtain

a thorough understanding of the influence of clouds on

the temporal evolution of the subcloud-layer dynamics

and the feedbacks involved in this coupled system.

Shallow cumulus convection is initiated by processes

at the (land) surface, driving convection and the de-

velopment of the well-mixed (subcloud) layer (e.g.,

Bunker 1952; Stull 1985). With an average relative hu-

midity below 100% at the mixed-layer top or cloud base,

only the strongest and moistest updrafts are able to

reach their saturation level, which causes the typical

patchy cloud distribution. Air parcels that rise above

their level of free convection gain buoyancy through the

release of latent heat, accelerate upward until they reach
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their level of neutral buoyancy, and form a cloud layer.

This transport of mass to the cloud layer decreases the

growth of the mixed layer (Stull 1988; Stevens 2007) and

thereby reduces the absolute temperature and mixed-

layer top relative humidity tendencies, resulting in

a negative feedback on the formation of cumuli (Neggers

et al. 2006). This mechanism is, however, only one direct

influence. Subsequent processes and feedbacks, related

to modification of the thermodynamic characteristics of

the subcloud layer, further control the coupled dynamics

of the subcloud and cloud layer. Although some of these

feedbacks have been addressed before (the ventilation of

air into the cloud layer; e.g., Stull 1985; Neggers et al.

2006), a complete conceptual framework outlining these

processes and feedbacks for continental SCu-topped

boundary layers in a transient setting is still missing. The

first aim of this paper is to develop such a framework.

To reach this objective, we study a series of observed

cases of SCu convection over land: the Atmospheric

Radiation Measurement Southern Great Plains (ARM;

Brown et al. 2002) case, Small Cumulus Microphysics

Study (SCMS; Neggers et al. 2003) and Gulf of Mex-

ico Atmospheric Composition and Climate Study

(GoMACCS; Angevine et al. 2010), using large-eddy

simulation (LES), with additional experiments for the

ARM case using a mixed-layer model. LES is frequently

employed to study atmospheric processes (e.g., Stevens

et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2002; Siebesma et al. 2003;

vanZanten et al. 2011, focusing on SCu). To comple-

ment these studies, it is convenient to develop concep-

tual models to study the complete parametric space of

the system and its processes (e.g., Ek and Holtslag 2004;

van Heerwaarden et al. 2009; Vil�a-Guerau de Arellano

et al. 2012) and to determine the reliability of empirical

or simplified physical assumptions. While this type of

model has been employed frequently to study a variety

of processes in the dry convective boundary layer (e.g.,

de Bruin 1983; Vil�a-Guerau de Arellano et al. 2011;

Ouwersloot et al. 2012) or the marine cloud-topped

boundary layer [e.g., Albrecht et al. 1979; Betts and

Ridgway 1989; Stevens 2007; see Stevens (2006) for an

overview], the application for cloud-topped continental

conditions has been restricted to the onset of clouds

(Findell and Eltahir 2003), indicators describing the

potential of cloud formation (Ek and Mahrt 1994; Zhu

and Albrecht 2002; Vil�a-Guerau de Arellano 2007), or

hypothetical daily-averaged equilibrium conditions

(Betts 2000; Betts and Chiu 2010). The model assump-

tions that are typically used for marine cases [steady-

state conditions (e.g., Betts and Ridgway 1989) or

a mixing-line approach for the cloud layer (e.g., Neggers

et al. 2006)] are invalid for continental cases character-

ized by strongly time-varying conditions. As such, a dif-

ferent approach is needed in order to represent

continental cumulus-topped cases.

Recent work on this subject was done byGentine et al.

(2013), who developed a six-layer bulk model to repre-

sent cases with SCu convection. Here, we opt for a sim-

pler approach. Our second aim, closely connected with

the development and discussion of a conceptual frame-

work to explain the role of mass flux in the subcloud layer,

is the development of a mixed-layer (subcloud) model. By

extending previous work from Tennekes and Driedonks

(1981) and Neggers et al. (2006) with simple parameteri-

zations based on experiments of the ARM, SCMS, and

GoMACCS cases in LES, we propose an extension that

includes the essential components needed to reproduce

the subcloud-layer development for continental cases.

Subsequently, this model is used to reproduce the pro-

cesses and feedbacks for the ARM case.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In

section 2 we introduce the feedbacks between the sub-

cloud and cloud layers, constructing a conceptual diagram

that describes the role of the mass flux in the development

of the subcloud layer. In section 3 we study the relevant

processes in LES, derive the necessary parameterizations,

and use them to construct the mixed-layer model. In sec-

tion 4 this model is first validated with LES of the ARM

case, and further explored by performing sensitivity ex-

periments inspired by this case. Secondly, using the pro-

cesses and feedbacks introduced in section 2 as a roadmap,

the mixed-layer budgets of key mixed-layer variables are

studied in more detail. Finally, section 5 addresses the

strength and onset of the individual feedbacks by explicitly

calculating their contributions to the evolution of the rel-

ative humidity at the mixed-layer top.

2. Feedbacks in the shallow cumulus–topped
convective boundary layer

Figure 2 shows the convective boundary layer (CBL)

and the main variables under study. We investigate the

FIG. 1. Average daytime occurrence (%) of shallow cumulus

convection over land during June–August (26-yr average). Data

obtained from Warren and Hahn (2010).
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transition of the clear to cloudy boundary layer and treat

the cloud-topped CBL as an extension of the dry CBL,

thus focusing on the area contained within the blue box.

Both types of boundary layers have many similarities:

a well-mixed layer topped by a stable (warm and dry)

inversion layer, underneath a stable (or conditionally

unstable) free troposphere or cloud layer. Although it

might be expected that the formation of clouds at the top

of the mixed layer influences entrainment, several

studies found remarkably similar mixed-layer-top en-

trainment ratios for both the dry and cloud-topped CBL

(Nicholls and LeMone 1980; Grant 2001; Grant and

Lock 2004; Grant 2006).

The primary influence of cumulus convection on the

mixed-layer development takes place at the top of this

layer, where the convective mass flux transports air from

the subcloud to the cloud layer (Betts 1973; Neggers et al.

2006). This introduces a transport term in the mixed-layer

mass budget, of which the resulting feedbacks are shown in

Fig. 3. We postulate that four feedback loops, all negative,

control the mass flux and its influence on the dynamic

evolution of the state variables in the subcloud layer:

d Feedback 1 is the ‘‘moisture variance’’ feedback. The

horizontal fraction of the mixed-layer top that satu-

rates depends on the mixed-layer-top relative humid-

ity (or saturation deficit) and the spatial distribution of

moisture s2
q;h; (e.g., Cuijpers and Bechtold 1995).

Once active clouds (cloud-core fraction acc) transport

massM to the cloud layer, the mixed-layer (h) growth

is reduced. Because as a first approximation the

moisture variance scales proportional to the mixed-

layer height (Neggers et al. 2007), this reduces the

tendency of the moisture variance, forming a negative

feedback on the formation of clouds.
d Feedback 2 is the ‘‘temperature’’ feedback. A second

influence of the decreased mixed-layer growth rate

is that the absolute temperature at h (Th) remains

higher (Ek and Mahrt 1994), resulting in a reduced

relative humidity at that height (RHh). This has a

negative impact on acc, leading to a negative feed-

back on M.
d Feedback 3 is the ‘‘drying’’ feedback. As the air that is

transported to the cloud layer is relatively moist, the

mass flux causes a net transport of moistureMq to the

cloud layer (Nicholls and LeMone 1980), leading to

a decrease of the average mixed-layer specific humid-

ity hqi. As a result RHh and therefore acc diminishes,

forming the third negative feedback on M.

FIG. 2. Conceptual representation of both the clear and cloud-topped CBL. Compared to the clear CBL, cumulus convection introduces

the mass flux M and its associated moisture transport Mq to the system. The blue box denotes the main area that we are studying.

FIG. 3. Feedbacks between the (well mixed) subcloud and cloud

layer associated with the dynamics of SCu convection. Solid arrows

denote a positive feedback and open arrows denote a negative

feedback.
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d Feedback 4 is the ‘‘entrainment’’ feedback. A direct

result of the reduced mixed-layer growth is a reduced

rate of increase of the mixed-layer-top discontinu-

ities of temperature and moisture, as is typically

observed in cases with SCu. As this reduces the

mixed-layer-top inversion strength, the entrainment

velocity and fluxes increase, adding a heating and

drying tendency to the mixed layer, which further

strengthen feedbacks 2 and 3.

Summarized, the direct result of these feedbacks is

drying of the mixed layer and a reduced mixed-layer

growth. Also, as the cloud (core) fraction depends on

the relative humidity, feedbacks 2–4 strongly modulate

the relative humidity evolution in order to maintain the

typical small SCu fraction. Although Fig. 3 only focuses

on processes that are unique for cloud-topped CBLs,

more feedbacks that are common for the CBL in general

are to be expected.Our objective of the next sections is to

quantify and verify these additional feedbacks, as well as

the ones presented in Fig. 3, with help of a mixed-layer

model. Themodel is designedwith help of three observed

cases of shallow cumulus, studied with the Dutch At-

mospheric LES (DALES 3.2; Heus et al. 2010), and

validated for the ARM case.

3. Description conceptual model

This section describes the minimal model needed to

reproduce the processes and feedbacks that govern the

SCu-topped CBL. Although clouds play a crucial role in

Earth’s radiation budget (Stokes and Schwartz 1994)

and the link between atmospheric water and circulation

patterns (Stevens and Bony 2013), we follow previous

authors (e.g., Neggers et al. 2006) in applying a minimal

approach by modeling the cloud layer as a boundary

condition for the well-mixed layer. The implications of

neglecting the cloud-layer development are discussed at

the end of this section.

The starting point for our conceptual model is the

mixed-layer model of Betts (1973), Carson (1973), and

Tennekes (1973), using the Boussinesq approximation

(like in LES). As it is well documented in a number of

papers (e.g., Tennekes and Driedonks 1981), we limit

the description to the additional representations needed

to take SCu convection into account. Unless stated

otherwise, the equations for bulk-averaged scalars (both

Reynolds averaged and averaged over the mixed-layer

depth hfi), mixed-layer-top discontinuities Df, mixed-

layer height h, entrainment fluxes (w0f0)e, and entrain-

ment velocitywe are similar to those listed in van Stratum

et al. (2012). In addition to the description of the model

dynamics, we include a validation of the key assumptions

based on LES experiments.

a. Extension to clouds: Dynamics

To include the influence of clouds on the mixed-layer

continuity equation, we followBetts (1973), Stull (1985),

and Neggers et al. (2006) by adding a mass flux term to

the prognostic equation for the mixed-layer height. This

term accounts for the transport of air mass from the

subcloud to the cloud layer (Fig. 2):

dh

dt
5we 1ws 2M , (1)

where we and ws represent the entrainment and sub-

sidence velocities, respectively. Throughout the re-

mainder of this paper, ws is assumed to be zero. We

employ the same relation for estimating the entrainment

velocity as for the dry CBL [i.e.,we52(w0u0y)e/Duy]. The
reliability of this assumption, and the influence on the

entrainment fluxes in this transient CBL, is further val-

idated in the next section. The term M denotes the ki-

nematic mass flux (i.e., the mass flux divided by the air

density) of air being transported by clouds from the

subcloud to cloud layer. Following (Neggers et al. 2004,

2006), this term is modeled as

M5 accwcc , (2)

where acc and wcc stand for the maximum cloud-core

fraction and its corresponding vertical velocity at that

height, respectively. Although the mixed-layer top and

height of the maximum cloud-core fraction usually dif-

fer, this difference is typically small, and it is assumed

that the area fraction and velocity are constant over this

layer. By using cloud-core properties (sampled at loca-

tions where positively buoyant clouds are present;

Siebesma et al. 2003), we ensure that only transport by

the active part of the cloud is taken into account. Using

results from DALES, we show in Fig. 4a that the cloud-

core velocity scales well with the convective velocity

scale w
*
, with the inclusion of a prefactor l ’ 0.84:

wcc ’lw*5 l
gh(w0u0y)s

huyi

" #1/3
. (3)

This relation builds on Neggers et al. (2004, 2006),

who did not include l, and is confirmed by Ouwersloot

et al. (2014). Also, with a typical cloud-core fraction of

4%–5% and w
*
on the order of 1m s21, these findings

corroborate the approach ofGrant (2001), whomodeled

the mass flux as M 5 0.03w
*
. We employ the relation-

ship in Eq. (3) to model wcc in Eq. (2). The horizontal

fraction of the mixed layer that reaches the lifting con-

densation level (LCL) is estimated with knowledge of
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both the average saturation deficit and the spatial mois-

ture distribution at the mixed-layer top (Cuijpers and

Bechtold 1995; Neggers et al. 2006):

acc5 0:51a arctan

 
h
hqi2 qs;h

sq;h

!
, (4)

where qs;h and sq;h are the saturation specific humidity

and specific humidity variance at the mixed-layer top,

respectively. The constants a 5 0.36 and h 5 1.55 are

adapted to fit this function to LES results in order to

remove passive cloudiness (Neggers et al. 2006). Vali-

dation of this parameterization using LES of the ARM,

SCMS, and GoMACCS cases showed a satisfactory

agreement between the modeled and observed cloud-core

fraction (not shown). This indicates that the parame-

terization also holds for continental, non-steady-state

cases.

b. Extension to clouds: Mixed-layer budgets

As introduced in section 2, the mass flux also directly

influences the subcloud-layer budget of heat, moisture,

and other scalars, as it transports air with updraft prop-

erties from the subcloud to the cloud layer. We account

for this transport by adding an additional term (Mf) to

the mixed-layer budget equation:

dhfi
dt

5
(w0f0)s2 (w0f0)e 2Mf

h
. (5)

An advective term has been omitted from this equa-

tion but can easily be added as a source tendency. The

mass flux term is modeled similar to the mass flux ap-

proach in, for example, single-column models (SCM;

e.g., Siebesma et al. 2007). However, as shown in the

derivation in appendix A, the resulting term in the

budget equations acts on the difference between up-

drafts and the bulk-averaged mixed-layer values hfi,
rather than Reynolds-averaged values f:

Mf 5M(fcc2 hfi) . (6)

This term (Mf) only accounts for the additional in-

fluence of mass flux transport on the budget of hfi and is

typically smaller than the total mass flux transport that

governs the flux in the cloud layer [expressed by

M(fcc 2f)]. See Ouwersloot et al. (2014) for a discus-

sion on the difference between these mass flux defini-

tions. It is important to stress that, by splitting the total

mixed-layer-top flux, we individually model the contri-

bution by entrainment (driven by dry convection) and

mass flux transport (moist convection). The updraft (or

cloud core fcc) properties are typically estimated using

an entraining-plume model. Here we adopt a different

strategy by relating fcc 2 hfi to the mixed-layer-top

variance. We limit this relation to moisture, as analysis

of LES data has shown that, because of lateral entrain-

ment into the updraft and the positive temperature

gradient at themixed-layer top,fcc2 hfi is close to zero
for the potential temperature [similar behavior was re-

ported by Nicholls and LeMone (1980)]. However, as

demonstrated by Ouwersloot et al. (2014), this relation

can be extended to other scalars.

Figure 4b shows the relation between sq;h and qcc2 hqi.
With the inclusion of a prefactor u ’ 0.51, there is

a satisfactory agreement between both quantities:

fcc 2 hfi’usq;h . (7)

FIG. 4. Scaling of (a) the cloud-core velocity at the height of the maximum cloud-core fraction as a function of w
*
, (b) the moisture

excess of the cloud core over the slab-averaged value vs themixed-layer-top standard deviation, and (c) the total fractional cloud coverage

as a function of the cloud-core fraction. Indicator ‘‘d’’ is the ‘‘index of agreement’’ (Willmott 1981).
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Using this relation, we can extend the budget of

moisture to include the influence of mass flux trans-

port as

dhqi
dt

5
(w0q0)s 1weDq2Musq;h

h
. (8)

As discussed in section 2, this contributes to the neg-

ative feedbacks as clouds dry the mixed layer. In-

terestingly, for the conditions considered in this study

(small cloud fractions), there is also a relation between

the cloud-core and total cloud fraction, as shown in Fig.

4c. This relationmight be useful as a first estimate for the

cloud fraction when radiative processes (e.g., shortwave

incoming radiation or photolysis rates) are considered.

To close this minimal model for the representa-

tion of SCu at the mixed-layer top, the local specific

humidity variance is modeled using a diagnostic equa-

tion (Neggers et al. 2007). Under the assumption that

local changes in the storage of variance (ds2
q;h/dt) are

small, and that the production of variance (transport of

relatively moist air by thermals into the moisture gra-

dient at the mixed-layer top) is balanced exactly by

vertical transport and dissipation, the moisture variance

budget reads

s2
q;h ’2(w0q0)h

Dq

Dz

h

w*
, (9)

where (w0q0)h is the total moisture flux at h (entrainment1
mass flux transport) and Dz is a depth that describes the

thickness of the transition layer from dry to moist con-

vection. Note that the inclusion of the total moisture flux

introduces a dependence where the variance calculated

in Eq. (9) depends on the moisture mass flux [Eq. (6)],

which [through our parameterization described in Eq.

(7)] depends on the variance itself. We iterate this set of

equations to a converged solution. Analysis using LES

of the ARM, SCMS, and GoMACCS cases showed

that, despite the transient characteristics of the cases, Dz
is relatively constant throughout the day (in between 100

and 200m for all cases, with temporal changes on the

order of 50m). Nonetheless, once clouds have formed, we

nudge Dz toward its thickness as defined by Neggers et al.

(2006) (Dz5 zlcl2 h) on amixed-layer turnover time scale

t 5 h/w
*
.

c. Limitations of our conceptual model

Not representing the evolution of the cloud-layer

dynamics directly influences the mixed-layer model, as

clouds typically decrease the temperature and moisture

lapse rates (gq and gu; Fig. 2) in the lower part of the cloud

layer. Although this has an impact on the development of

the mixed-layer-top jumps (indirectly affecting the

complete mixed layer), this influence is largely canceled

by the reduced mixed-layer growth after the formation

of clouds. However, in order to investigate the impact of

the cloud layer on our assumptions, we analyze and

discuss the evolution of themixed-layer-top jumps in the

next section.

4. Results

a. Subcloud-layer dynamics: LES versus mixed-layer
model

We start our validation of the previously described

mixed-layer model (MXL) with results from LES. Be-

cause of the early onset of clouds in both the SCMS and

GoMACCS cases (less than 1.5 h after the start of the

experiment), we limit the validation to the ARM case.

This is the only case with a substantial period of dry

convection after the spinup of LES—necessary to study

the transition from dry to SCu convection. To quantify

the impact of SCu formation and the capabilities of

MXL to reproduce the transition from clear to cloudy

boundary layers, we performed two additional experi-

ments where either the specific humidity is decreased to

prevent the formation of clouds (ARM-clear) orM (and

therefore Mf) is set to zero (ARM-nc). In doing so, the

mixed-layer model reduces to the original formulation

of Tennekes and Driedonks (1981). The initial and

boundary conditions used in MXL and LES are de-

scribed in appendix B.

As shown in Fig. 5a, the mixed-layer height in MXL

displays a satisfactory agreement with the tendency

found in LES, where the latter is defined as the height of

the minimum buoyancy flux. After the onset of clouds

around 1700UTC (Fig. 5b), mass flux transport becomes

active and the height tendency decreases as discussed in

Fig. 3. The overestimation of the mixed-layer height in

MXL is caused by a small delay in the onset of SCu, and

the slight underestimation of the cloud-core fraction

between 1830 and 2000 UTC. After 2000 UTC the

mixed-layer height tendency in MXL agrees with LES,

but the small discrepancy in height between MXL and

LES remains. Although the bulk potential temperature

(Fig. 5c) is not directly influenced by mass flux transport

(Mu is fixed at zero in our model, which is justified in the

discussion of Fig. 6), the temporal evolution differs be-

tween both cases owing to the reduced mixed-layer

growth. Both the lowermixed-layer height (reducing the

mixing depth of any input or loss of heat at the surface or

mixed-layer top) and increased entrainment velocity

result in an increased tendency of hui. This is a first in-

dication of the importance of correctly representing

the mixed-layer height in the budget equations of scalars.
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A similar process is acting on the evolution of the bulk

specific humidity (Fig. 5d). However, with a positive flux

at both the surface [(w0q0)s] and mixed-layer top

[(w0q0)e] and the addition of mass flux transport Mq, the

interpretation is less straightforward. Both the entrain-

ment and moisture mass flux cause a drying tendency,

which is increased compared to the dry case by the ad-

dition of the mass flux (feedback 3) and increased en-

trainment flux (feedback 4). On the other hand, the

reduced mixed-layer growth increases the tendency of

hqi as the surface latent heat flux is mixed over a shal-

lower layer. MXL correctly represents the tendency

observed in LES, whereas not accounting for the in-

fluence of the mass flux [i.e., the original model of

Tennekes and Driedonks (1981), case ARM-nc] would

result in an overestimation of hqi of about 2 g kg21 at the

end of the experiment.

We complement the analysis by comparing the tem-

poral evolution of these competing processes in more

detail—that is, the individual contribution of the sur-

face, entrainment, and mass flux on the budgets of hui

and hqi [Eq. (5)], using MXL and LES. In addition, we

validate the temporal evolution of the mixed-layer-top

jumps Df. As mentioned in section 3c, their evolution is

potentially biased by not taking into account the pro-

cesses in the cloud layer. Therefore, the correct repre-

sentation ofDf is a crucial aspect in the parameterization

of both the entrainment velocity and fluxes in MXL.

Retrieving the mixed-layer-top jumps and fluxes from

LES is not straightforward. As argued by Lilly (2002),

the spatial variability in the mixed-layer height makes

a direct comparison between Reynolds-averaged pro-

files from LES and the results from MXL difficult. In

addition, reconstructing the MXL profiles from LES

(e.g., Conzemius and Fedorovich 2007) has proven to be

sensitive to the determination of gf. To circumvent

these problems, we analyze the mixed-layer-top fluxes

and jumps using a mixed-layer model approach: First,

we analyze dhfi/dt, h, and we from two consecutive

output time steps fromLES, withwe5 dh/dt1M [Eq. (1),

withws5 0].With a prescribed surface flux and the mass

flux transport calculated using Eq. (6), we calculate

FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of (a) mixed-layer height, (b) cloud-core fraction, (c) bulk potential temperature, and

(d) bulk specific humidity mixing ratio. Case ARM-nc represents a case in which the SCu parameterization has been

disabled, revertingMXL to the originalmodel of Tennekes andDriedonks (1981). Lines (solid and dashed) represent

the results in MXL and symbols (circles and squares) represent LES data.
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(w0f0)e as the transport needed to close Eq. (8). Finally,

we estimate the jumps as Df52(w0f0)e/we.

Figures 6a and 6b show the turbulent surface, en-

trainment, and mass fluxes of u and q for the ARM case.

As both LES and MXL are forced with identical pre-

scribed surface fluxes, we omit the discussion since this is

an imposed contribution. However, future studies of

SCu convection over land will need to determine the

importance of including a coupled land surface scheme.

With respect to the entrainment and mass flux of po-

tential temperature, two interesting features can be

noticed. First, as mentioned in section 3, the mass flux

contribution to the budget of hui is negligible. Second,
there is a clear increase in the entrainment of warm (and

dry) air after the formation of clouds around 1700 UTC.

This is the direct result of the reduced tendency of Du, as
shown in Fig. 6c, and discussed earlier as the entrain-

ment feedback in section 2. Notice that, despite the

simplicity, MXL adequately represents the temporal

evolution of Du and Dq. This indicates that, at the short

time scales addressed in this study, the temporal evolution

of gu and gq in the cloud layer (constant in time in this

study) does not significantly influence our experiments.

This was confirmed by a sensitivity experiment wherewe

changed the lapse rates based on the results of LES to

mimic the development of the cloud layer (not shown).

With realistically changing lapse rates, h changed ap-

proximately 150m and hqi changed by approximately

20.5 g kg21. As typically observed for cases with SCu

convection, the mixed-layer-top jumps are significantly

smaller compared to dry cases (ARM-clear).

In analyzing the moisture budget, we find that the

mass flux contribution is small but more significant (of

order 15% of the surface and entrainment fluxes), as

shown in Fig. 6b. Note that Mf only accounts for the

influence of mass flux transport on the budget of hfi and
is typically smaller than the total SCumass flux transport

(Ouwersloot et al. 2014). The small overestimation of

the mass flux term in MXL is primarily caused by an

overestimation of the mixed-layer-top moisture vari-

ance [Eq. (9)], used to parameterize fcc2 hfi in Eq. (6).

The fact that the overestimation of s2
q;h only has a minor

influence on the CBL development is due to the four

negative feedbacks discussed in section 2, regulating the

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the fluxes that contribute to the mixed-layer budgets of (a) heat and (b) moisture

studied in more detail for the ARM case. (c),(d) Temporal evolution of the mixed-layer-top jumps for the ARM and

ARM-clear cases. Lines (solid and dashed) represent the results inMXL and symbols (circles and squares) represent

LES data.
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formation of clouds and preventing, for example, ex-

cessive drying. This shows the advantage of actively in-

tegrating the mass flux in the dynamics of the CBL,

instead of using a diagnostic approach.

b. Exploring the shallow cumulus parameter space

In the previous section we demonstrated that the

conceptualmodel is able to reproduce themain subcloud-

layer features of the ARM case. It is therefore interesting

to further study the response of cloud characteristics

(here quantified by the mass flux) in relation to the

subcloud-layer dynamics (quantified by the mixed-layer

height and moisture content) for a wide range of initial

and boundary conditions. First, we study the sensitivity

to the initial potential temperature and specific humidity

content, which, together with the mixed-layer height,

determines the (initial) relative humidity at the mixed-

layer top. Second, we analyze the response of M, h, and

hqi to changes in the temperature and specific hu-

midity lapse rates above the mixed layer. Especially

the potential temperature lapse rate plays a crucial

role in the growth rate of the mixed layer, promoting

clouds as the mixed-layer top cools (temperature feed-

back; section 2).

From the complete range of conditions studied with

the mixed-layer model, we selected six representative

states to be further studied with LES. Figure 7 shows the

results of the experiments with MXL. In Fig. 7a, the

sensitivity on the initial temperature and moisture

content is analyzed, with the maximum (temporal)

cloud-core fraction in filled contours and the maximum

mixed-layer-top relative humidity contoured with lines.

The cloud-core fraction and relative humidity follow the

expected behavior, both increasing as temperature is re-

duced or as the moisture content is increased. Figure 7b

shows the sensitivity of the cloud-core fraction (filled

contour) andmixed-layer height on the free-tropospheric

lapse rates of temperature and moisture. Controls on

the cloud-core fraction and mixed-layer height are

largely dominated by the stability of the free tropo-

sphere, where a decrease in lapse rate promotes a faster

mixed-layer growth. There is, however, a small de-

pendency on the moisture lapse rate, as a larger (neg-

ative) lapse rate allows for the formation of larger

mixed-layer-top moisture jumps, increasing the en-

trainment of dry air. Indicated within Fig. 7 are the

conditions selected for discussion with LES. Point A is

characterized by a dry CBL, where B and C are colder

and moister, resulting in the formation of clouds. For

the sensitivity on the lapse rates, D, E, and F cover the

regime with cumulus clouds, but with an increase in

stability ranging from D to F.

Figure 8 shows the comparison between MXL and

LES for the mixed-layer height, bulk specific humidity,

and mass flux. All experiments correctly reproduce the

onset of clouds and (except for case C), the temporal

evolutions of h, hqi, and M observed in LES. For cases

A–C, the increasing mass flux causes a reduced mixed-

layer growth and enhanced drying of the mixed layer.

The overestimation of the mass flux in case C is pri-

marily caused by an overestimation of the mixed-layer-

top variance using Eq. (9). For cases D–F, the increase

in temperature lapse rate causes a reduced mixed-layer

growth, resulting in a lower cloud fraction, mass, and

entrainment fluxes and therefore less drying of the

mixed layer.

Our findings show that with a physically sound pa-

rameterization for the entrainment andmass flux, we are

able to represent the influence of SCu on the subcloud

layer under a wide range of conditions. This includes the

FIG. 7. Sensitivity experiment perturbing the (a) initial potential temperature and specific humidity content and

(b) potential temperature and specific humidity lapse rates. Contoured in color is the average cloud-core fraction, and

lines are the (a) maximum relative humidity at the mixed-layer top and (b) maximum boundary layer height.
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transition from a dry CBL to fully developed SCu con-

vection, with characteristic potential temperature and

moisture lapse rates in the free troposphere or cloud

layer for both types of cases.

5. Discussion of the feedbacks

As shown in Fig. 3, four negative feedbacks are acting

on the mass flux: three that regulate the cloud-core

fraction by modulating RHh (feedbacks 2–4), and one

that regulates clouds by adjusting the mixed-layer-top

moisture variability (feedback 1). Combined, the result

of the feedbacks on RHh is one order of magnitude

stronger than those acting on s2
q;h. Here we discuss the

three stronger feedbacks in more detail.

One direct result of the negative feedbacks is a regu-

lation of the mixed-layer-top relative humidity. As

shown in Fig. 9a, RHh increases with approximately

5% h21 until the saturation deficit is sufficiently small to

form clouds. After the formation of clouds, the negative

feedbacks begin to regulate RHh, resulting in an average

tendency of about zero. To further study the relative

contribution of the different processes and feedbacks in

more detail, we examine the tendency of the mixed-

layer-top relative humidity using the prognostic equa-

tion derived by Ek and Mahrt (1994) and Chang and

Ek (1996). Their formulation, which accounts for the

individual contributions of mixed-layer growth and

change in mixed-layer moisture content and mixed-

layer-top temperature on RHh, is here further extended

to quantify the influence of the mass flux on mixed-layer

growth and drying. Splitting their mixed-layer growth

(dh/dt) and total mixed-layer-top moisture flux [(w0q0)h]
into the particular contributions by entrainment and

mass flux results in

dRH

dt
5 C0(w

0q0)s|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
i

2 C0(w
0q0)e|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ii

2 C0Mq|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
iii

2C1
*[(w0u0)s 2 (w0u0)e]|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

iv

1C2
*hwe|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
v

2 C2
*hM|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
vi

.

(10)

The parameters C0, C1*, and C2* are defined in

appendix C.

Two processes govern the increase of the relative

humidity: moistening of the CBL by surface evaporation

(term i) and reaching highermixed-layer heights (termv),

characterized by colder absolute temperatures (temper-

ature feedback). The other terms cause a decrease of the

relative humidity tendency by drying of the CBL by

entrainment (term ii) (entrainment feedback), drying of

the CBL by mass flux transport of moisture to the cloud

layer (term iii) (drying feedback), heating of the CBL

(term iv), and reduced mixed-layer-top cooling as the

FIG. 8. Validation of the MXL results using LES for the six points selected in Fig. 7. (top) Mixed-layer height,

(middle) bulk specific humidity, and (bottom) mass flux.
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mass flux regulates the mixed-layer growth (term vi)

(temperature feedback).

Figure 9b shows the individual terms of Eq. (10). As

this equation is derived with some approximations, we

also included the residual tendency. The increase in

RHh because of surface exchange of moisture (term i)

and decrease inRHh due tomixed-layer heating (term iv)

balance each other throughout the day. The resulting

net tendency is less than 1%h21. In the morning RHh

increases as the mixed-layer grows (term v), until the

first clouds are formed. Next, mass flux transport initi-

ates the sequence of feedbacks as described in section 2.

First, the mass flux rapidly decreases the mixed-layer

growth. This reduces the related net tendency of RHh

from 5%h21 at 1900 UTC to 1%h21 at 2300 UTC. As

a result of the reducedmixed-layer growth, the tendency

of the mixed-layer-top jumps decreases (Fig. 6), which

enhances entrainment (term v) and therefore the en-

trainment of dry air (term i). Combined with the mass

flux transport of moisture (term iii), dry-air entrainment

counteracts the remaining positive tendency of RHh.

Although the relative humidity remains approxi-

mately constant toward the end of the experiment, the

SCu fraction (cloud core; Fig. 5) decreases as turbu-

lence, driven by the surface buoyancy flux, decays in

the afternoon transition. This indicates that RHh, often

used as an indicator for SCu convection (e.g., Ek and

Mahrt 1994; Ek and Holtslag 2004), does not fully re-

flect the potential of SCu occurrence. With additional

knowledge of the mixed-layer-top variance, Eq. (4)

provides a useful extension to predict or analyze the

potential of SCu.

6. Conclusions

This study investigated the processes and feedbacks

associated with the mass flux of shallow cumulus (SCu)

convection over land, combining results obtained with

a mixed-layer model and large-eddy simulation (LES).

The numerical experiments in LES are based on three

observational cases of SCu over land: ARM, SCMS, and

GoMACCS. We first described the feedbacks in-

troduced by SCu convection, and their influence on the

development of the subcloud-layer characteristics, by

designing a conceptual diagram. The four main feed-

back loops, driven by the mass flux and all negative,

regulate cloud formation and the subcloud layer de-

velopment by adjusting (i) the mixed-layer-topmoisture

variance, (ii) mixed-layer-top temperature, (iii) mixed-

layer moisture content, and (iv) the mixed-layer-top

entrainment rate. Compared to clear boundary layers,

the mass flux causes a decrease in mixed-layer growth

and mixed-layer moisture content and an increase in

potential temperature.

Our conceptual diagram served as a road map to un-

derstand the transition from a clear to cloudy boundary

layer and the subsequent role of the mass flux in regu-

lating the subcloud-layer dynamics. Analysis of the LES

data resulted in a refined parameterization for the

mixed-layer-top cloud-core velocity and a measure re-

lating the mixed-layer-top moisture variance to the

moisture transport associated with the mass flux. These

parameterizations allowed us to extend the mixed-layer

model formulation of Tennekes and Driedonks (1981)

and refine the mass flux representation of Neggers et al.

(2006). Combined, this resulted in a (single layer)

mixed-layer model, capable of reproducing the transi-

tion from clear to cloud-topped boundary layers. Next,

this model was employed to quantify the strength and

relevance of the four negative feedbacks for the ARM

case. First, we showed that the mixed-layer model for-

mulation with the newly developed mass flux parame-

terization compares satisfactorily with the mixed-layer

height, potential temperature, moisture content, and

cloud-core fraction observed in LES. Here, actively in-

tegrating the mass flux in the dynamics of the subcloud

FIG. 9. (a) Temporal evolution of the mixed-layer-top relative

humidity in both LES and MXL and (b) the absolute contribution

of different processes on the relative humidity tendency in the

mixed-layer model.
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layer played a crucial role in the robustness and physical

consistency of the model. Second, we did a sensitivity

study on the initial mixed-layer potential temperature

and moisture content and free-tropospheric lapse rates

relative to the ARM case. The results indicated that the

model produces satisfactory results for cases ranging

from the dry CBL to fully developed SCu. Third, by

extending and employing a tendency equation for the

relative humidity at the mixed-layer top, the relevance

of the individual feedbacks was studied in more depth.

The main conclusion from this exercise was that the

mass flux initiates the subsequent negative feedbacks

and regulates the subcloud-layer development.

Our findings summarize the essential, first-order ef-

fects of SCu clouds on the well-mixed (subcloud)-layer

development and provide a basic mathematical frame-

work to study these effects in more detail for conditions

with transient SCu convection over land. This better

understanding of SCu convection enables us to quantify

how the dynamics and scalar budgets are modified in the

subcloud layer. It is important to stress that our mod-

eling framework opens new possibilities to study the

influence of SCu in a conceptual manner by extending

previous work on the dry CBL using the mixed-layer

model. For example, our study showed that the direct

influence of mass flux transport on the moisture budget

is relatively small compared to other processes but still

needs to be taken into account to understand and close

the moisture budget in the subcloud layer. Similar

transport processes could have an impact on the budgets

of other scalars and chemical reactants, which is studied

in more detail in a companion research conducted by

Ouwersloot et al. (2014). Also, the feedback diagram

and our modeling results indicate that SCu convection

results in both drying and heating of the mixed layer.

When coupled to a land surface scheme, this could en-

hance evaporation and thus influence the surface energy

balance (van Heerwaarden et al. 2009). Finally, for

studies using the mixed-layer-top relative humidity (or

lifting condensation level) as an indicator for cloud

formation (e.g., Ek and Mahrt 1994; Zhu and Albrecht

2002; Vil�a-Guerau de Arellano 2007), our modeling

framework might be beneficial as it actively accounts for

the influence of the mixed-layer-top moisture variability

on the formation of clouds and the influence of clouds on

the relative humidity itself.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation Mixed-Layer Model with Shallow
Cumulus

This appendix describes the derivation of the mixed-

layer budget equations in the presence of shallow cu-

mulus, using the specific humidity and therefore the

budget ofmoisture as an example.We can define the total

amount of moistureMm contained within the mixed layer

with horizontal area AT and (constant) density r as

Mm 5 rAThhqi , (A1)

with the input of moisture at the surface Fs and mixed-

layer top Fh:

Fs 5 rAT(w
0q0)s , (A2)

Fh5 r(ATweqFT 2Accwccqcc) . (A3)

The term Fh is the combined result of entraining air

with free-tropospheric conditions qFT with velocity we,

and the local transport of air qcc by the cloud core (area

Acc) with velocity wcc into the cloud layer. Combining

the time derivative of Eq. (A1) with Eqs. (A2) and (A3),

and dividing by rAT, results in

h
dhqi
dt

1 hqi dh
dt

5 (w0q0)s1weqFT 2
Acc

AT

wccqcc . (A4)

With Acc/AT 5 acc (fractional cloud-core coverage),

accwcc 5 M (mass flux), and dh/dt 5 we 2 M, Eq. (A4)

can be rewritten to

dhqi
dt

5
(w0q0)s1we(qFT 2 hqi)2M(qcc2 hqi)

h
. (A5)

With qFT 2 hqi 5 Dq, this yields the well-known

mixed-layer equation with the addition of transport of

shallow cumulus.

APPENDIX B

Case Descriptions

All LES experiments were performed with DALES

(Heus et al. 2010) using the Deardorff [prognostic sub-

grid scale turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)] subgrid-scale

closure and a fifth (horizontal)-/second (vertical)-order

advection scheme for scalars, momentum, and TKE.

Vertical profiles were obtained by horizontal averaging

of the 3D fields and are sampled at a 60-s interval and

time averaged every 900 s. Conditionally sampled fields
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(cloud and cloud core) are defined and sampled fol-

lowing Siebesma et al. (2003).

a. Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Southern
Great Plains (ARM)

1) LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION

The LES setup of the ARM case is based on the initial

and boundary conditions provided by Brown et al. (2002)

with minor modifications: (i) removal of the weak large-

scale forcings (advection of heat and moisture) and

(ii) increase in resolution, resulting for all cases in a grid of

6400m 3 6400m 3 4400m with 256 3 256 3 220 grid

points, with a total integration time of 50 400 s. The second

experiment (ARM-clear) uses the exact same setup, only

with the moisture profile uniformly reduced by 7.5gkg21.

The additional sensitivity experiments are constructed in

a similar manner, following Table B2—that is, by adding

a fixed offset over the entire vertical profiles (A–C) or

skewing them with a certain factor (D–F).

2) MIXED-LAYER MODEL

To prevent the LES spinup from disturbing the com-

parison and to provide a shallow well-mixed layer to the

mixed-layer model, the initial conditions for the con-

ceptual model are based on the LES results after 1 h, as

summarized in Table B1. Boundary conditions, like the

surface fluxes, are linearly interpolated from the values

provided by Brown et al. (2002). The modifications for

the ARM-clear and sensitivity studies are summarized

in Table B2. Case ARM-nc is performed with the setup

described in Table B1, with M (and, consequently, Mf)

set to zero.

b. Small Cumulus Microphysics Case (SCMS)

The LES setup of the SCMS case is based on the initial

and boundary conditions provided by Neggers et al.

(2003, their Fig. 5). Although the SCMS campaign was

conducted near the eastern coast of Florida and was

therefore likely influenced by maritime conditions, we

still consider it a continental case given its clear diurnal

cycle in surface fluxes and SCu development. Like for

the ARM case, the large-scale forcings (cooling ten-

dency) are neglected, and a grid of 6400m 3 6400m 3
4000m with 256 3 256 3 200 grid points is used, with

a total integration time of 43 200 s.

c. Gulf of Mexico Atmospheric Composition and
Climate Study (GoMACCS)

The LES setup of the GoMACCS case is inspired by

measurement data (sounding data and surface latent

and sensible heat fluxes) from 11 September 2006,

obtained during the GoMACCS campaign (Angevine

et al. 2010). As its name implies, the campaign took

place near the Gulf of Mexico (Houston). However, for

similar reasons as for the SCMS case, we consider it as

a continental case. A grid of 6400m3 6400m3 5000m

with 256 3 256 3 200 grid points is used, with a total

integration time of 43 200 s. The initial vertical profiles

are summarized in Table B3 (intermediate values are

linearly interpolated). For simplicity, the weak horizontal

winds are set to zero, creating a free-convective case. The

surface heat (Kms21) and moisture (gkg21m s21) fluxes

are introduced as

(w0u0)s 5 0:13 sin

�
p

t

tsim

�
, (B1)

TABLE B1. Initial and boundary conditions used for the ARM case

in MXL.

Description Value

Mixed-layer height h0 (m) 140

Potential temperature hui0 (K) 301.4

Potential temperature jump Du0 (K) 0.4

Specific humidity hqi0 (g kg21) 15.3

Specific humidity jump Dq0 (g kg
21) 20.2

Entrainment ratio of virtual heat b(2) 0.15

Potential temperature lapse rate gu (Kkm21)

z # 700m 3.4

z . 700m 5.7

Moisture lapse rate gq (g kg
21 km21)

z # 650m 0.6

700 , z # 1300m 2.0

z . 1300 8.75

TABLE B2. Alterations to the ARM case (Table B1); R refers to

the reference value from Table B1.

Case hui0 (K) hqi0 (g kg21) gu (Kkm21) gq (g kg
21 km21)

ARM-clear R 7.8 R R
(A) R 7.8 R R
(B) 297 11.5 R R
(C) 299.5 16.0 R R
(D) R R 0.78R 0.78R
(E) R R 0.9R 0.9R
(F) R R 1.2R 1.2R

TABLE B3. Description of the initial LES profiles for the

GoMACCS case.

z (m) ul (K) qt (g kg
21) {u, y} (m s21)

0 300.3 18.3 f0,0g
400 300.3 18.3 f0,0g
750 303.7 14.4 f0,0g
1750 305.7 12.9 f0,0g
2200 308.3 10.7 f0,0g
5000 322.3 2.3 f0,0g
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(w0q0)s 5 14:5 sin

�
p

t

tsim

�
, (B2)

where t is the simulation time (s) and tsim is the maxi-

mum simulation time of 43 200 s.

APPENDIX C

Relative Humidity Tendency Equation: Parameters

Following Ek and Mahrt (1994) and Chang and Ek

(1996), the parameters C0, C1*, and C2* of Eq. (10) are

defined as

C0 5
1

hqs;h
, (C1)

C1
*5C0

"
11

�
Ly

TRy

2 1

�21
#
RHh

dqs;h
dT

�
p

ps

�R
d
/c

p

, (C2)

C2
*5C0

"
12

�
cp

Rd

2 1

��
Ly

TRy

2 1

�21
#
RHh

dqs;h
dT

g

cp
,

(C3)

where T and p are the absolute mixed-layer-top tem-

perature and pressure, ps is the surface pressure, Rd is

the gas constant for dry air, Ry is the gas constant for

moist air, cp is the specific heat of air at constant pres-

sure, g is the gravitational acceleration, and Ly is the

latent heat release of vaporization.
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CORRIGENDUM
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(Manuscript received and in final form 9 January 2015)

In appendix B, section c of van Stratum et al. (2014), two errors were introduced in the

case description of the Gulf of Mexico Atmospheric Composition and Climate Study

(GoMACCS) case. To ensure reproducibility and consistency with Fig. 4 of van Stratum

et al. (2014), we propose the following amendment. The corrected surface moisture flux and

input sounding, as used in the large-eddy simulation (LES) experiments, are provided in

Eq. (1) [Eq. (B2) in van Stratum et al. 2014] and Table 1 (Table B3 in van Stratum et al.

2014), respectively:

(w0q0)s 5 14:53 1022 sin

�
p

t1 a1
tsim1 a2

�
, (1)

with (w0q0)s in g kg21m s21, t the simulation time (s), tsim the total simulation time (43 200 s),

a1 5 1800 s, and a2 5 3000 s.
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TABLE 1. Description of the initial LES profiles for the

GoMACCS case.

z ul qt fu, yg
(m) (K) (g kg21) (m s21)

0 300.3 18.3 f0, 0g
387.5 300.3 18.3 f0, 0g
637.5 — 14.55 f0, 0g
837.5 303.95 — f0, 0g
1737.5 305.7 12.9 f0, 0g
1887.5 306.8 — f0, 0g
2187.5 308.3 10.65 f0, 0g
5000 322.3 2.2 f0, 0g
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